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True Luxury: Creating Your Happiness 
Webinar Series, Now Available Only On CORE 

WASHINGTON D.C. | JUNE 2023 | True Luxury is a three-day live webinar series hosted by anthropologist 
and researcher David Verdesi that shares new and old traditions around mental health and finding 
happiness within communities and individuals. Verdesi has spent over 30 years traveling and researching 
around the world researching and comparing his own experiences with those of the Shamans of Central 
and South America and Africa from yogis to Siddhas in the mountains and jungles of India. His discoveries 
contribute to real life circumstances and practices that can positively impact our energies, develop 
mindful awareness, and truly inspire the world to unlock a lifetime of pure happiness. What does a lifetime 
filled of pure happiness look like? How does one dive into their own energy field? Follow alongside David 
Verdesi as he guides his viewers to find true happiness and prioritize happiness as the real luxury of life.  

This is the first time that CORE is initiating an interactive life component available to its streaming services. 
This life feature allows for views to actively interact with our leading personalities we feature on CORE. 
True Luxury’s three-day live webinar session is a launch series of finding internal and lifelong genuine 
happiness streaming live on CORE. The webinar is from June 17th – 19th, 2023 at 6:00pm CET and is featured 
on CORE’s website.  

 

ABOUT DAVID VERDESI | David Verdesi is a wandering anthropologist who has dedicated his life to the 
actualization of individuation process through applied mind training, comparing wisdom traditions and 
the phenomenology of human potential and altered states of consciousness. His numerous years of 
personal askesis has culminated into the realization of an algorithm that can be applied to navigate, 
explore, and integrate the human psyche into wholeness as well as recognizing the human potential 
development and maximization of happiness. Join live with David Verdesi to find your true luxury.  

ABOUT CORE | Founded in 2007 by Martine Dubin, CORE is a one of the original digital and mobile 
streaming platforms with viewers tuning in across every country worldwide. Home to 1000+ original titles, 
CORE goes beyond the mainstream narrative, featuring society's most eclectic stories and leaders who 
reshape the way we think and live. htps://core.live/  
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